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Abstract—In this paper we are analy zing the
steganographic data hiding using the least significant bit
technique. This paper describes the particle swarm
optimisation. The particle swarm optimisation algorith m
is applied to the spatial domain technique. The improved
algorith m called the accelerated particle swarm
optimisation converges faster than the usual particle
swarm optimisation and imp roves the performance. This
paper also analyses the modified part icle swarm
optimisation on the spatial domain technique which
improved the PSNR and also reduced the computation
time.
Index Terms—Chi-Square Test, Histogram error, LSB,
PSO, APSO, PSNR., MSE, SSIM.

I. INT RODUCT ION
In recent times it has been noted that the Internet, an
easy mediu m of information interchange is very much
prone to hacking. Information hiding, notably within
images and videos has been the subtle mechanism of
conveying critical evidence. Steganography is the much
applied and tested application of information h iding for
the purpose of secret communicat ions. Steganography
and Watermarking are both used to ensure data
confidentiality. The main difference between them is that
Watermarking preserves the cover by using the constant
hidden text for authentication, wh ile Steganography uses
the cover as an innocuous means of conveying variable
hidden messages. In Steganography, a covert message
can be hidden in various cover media such as digital
images, audio, video, TCP/IP packet headers and very
recently GPRS packet headers. The dig ital image is
currently one of the most popular media on the Internet
for carrying stealth messages. The cover-image with
some hidden data is referred to as stego-image and the
marvel of the stealth communicat ion lies in the over-all
resemblance of the cover and the stego as identified by
the human eye. There are a nu mber of steganographic
methods in pract ice and they are classified into
substitution methods and transform techniques. All these
techniques aim for good security as well as capacity of
data hiding. These mechanisms use an innocuous image
Copyright © 2016 MECS

referred to as cover image onto which the secret message
is imp regnated to generate a stego image. Recent research
has focused a lot on the Least Significant Bit (LSB)
substitution approach that could be applied to the spatial
pixel do main d irectly with a nu mber of variants. This is
the most popular and simplest way of embedding textual
messages. The basic idea here is to embed the secret
message in the least significant bits of the image. The
informat ion stored in the least significant bit positions of
the pixels could be considered as random noise. So
altering them does not significantly affect the quality of
the cover and so it can easily pass the HVS test. The
popular procedure for such technique is to convert the
desired hidden message into binary form and then embed
each bit into a LSB bit o f the cover image. Different
variants to the basic LSB technique include LSB
matching, Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) and Optimal
Pixel Adjustment Process (OPAP). In LSB matching, if
one secret bit does not match the LSB of the cover image,
then another one will be randomly added or subtracted
fro m the cover p ixel value. PVD methods calculate the
difference between two consecutive pixels to determine
the depth of embedded bits. OPAP can imp rove
efficiency and enhance visual quality of the stego image.
Transform do main techniques apply the Discrete
Cosine transform (DCT) or the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) or the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) to the cover image and embed the message by
modulating coefficients in the frequency domain. These
techniques are mo re robust towards frequency based
attacks but are more prone to geometric attacks as the
distortions introduced by the embedded data into the
transform coefficients will spread over all the p ixels in
the spatial do main . Although the changes introduced in
these pixel values are visually negligible, yet the overall
image quality is affected. Security of Steganographic
communicat ions is a very serious matter. Several
researchers, noteworthy among them Cachin have
formulated qualitative measures for security of
transmission. Security can be broadly defined as the
undetectability of whether a cover contains hidden
messages or not and is the basis for any Steganographic
scheme [1]. Cach in has formu lated the ε-secure
measurement, where ε is the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
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divergence between the distribution of the cover image
and that of the stego image. This KL divergence
introduced by the Steganographic scheme must be as
small as possible close to zero. This is the figure of merit
used in most data hid ing mechanisms. The Image Quality
Metrics (IQMs) used are Peak signal to No ise Ratio
(PSNR), Mean Square Erro r (MSE) and Structural
Similarity Index (SSIM) and these help to practically
compare the stego and the cover [3, 4]. The main aim of
the research is to maintain imperceptib ility and improve
stego quality and also achieve high embedding capacity.
Most commonly used Steganographic techniques target
the degree of secure encoding as a measure of successful
informat ion hiding, due to the reason that steganalytic
mechanis ms try to break the data hiding by analyzing
some statistical features of the stego that can expose the
presence of hidden data. Typically steganalysis methods
inspect the histograms of cover and stego for any changes
that signal presence of hidden data. More powerful
technique involves Chi-square analysis [4, 5].
Particle Swarm Optimizat ion (PSO) is a powerfu l
heuristic algorith m that can be applied for non-linear
optimization problems. It is a population based stochastic
optimization technique developed in 1995 by Dr. James
Kennedy and Dr. Russell Eberhart [6]. PSO algorith m
can be used to find optimal solution to numerical and
qualitative problems. On the one hand, PSO has roots in
bird flocking, fish schooling and swarming theory in
particular, and on the other hand, it is closely related to
evolutionary computation such as Genetic A lgorith ms
(GA). Co mpared to GA, it is much simpler,
implementation can be done in a few line of coding and
has been found to be computationally inexpensive in
terms of both memory requirements and speed. Although
like most other stochastic optimizat ion schemes, it
consumes time, yet, convergence is found to be much
easier. A detailed study by Elbeltagi et al has compared
other evolutionary based algorithms such as GA, Ant
Colony Opt imization, and Shuffled Frog Leap ing with
PSO and concludes that PSO method outperforms the
others in terms of succes s rate, solution quality and
processing time [12].
Similar to Particle Swarm optimization the accelerated
particle swarm optimizat ion is also simp le but it
converges faster compared to this simple particle swarm
optimization[7]. Since accelerated particle swarm
optimization converges more faster, accelerated part icle
swarm optimization along with mutation operator
improves the performance and decreases the computation
time.






24-bit colour: every pixel can have one in 2^24
colours, and these are represented as different
quantities of three basic colours: red (R), green
(G), blue (B), given by 8 bits (256 values) each.
8-bit colour: every pixel can have one in 256 (2^8)
colours, chosen fro m a palette, or a table of
colours.
8-bit gray-scale: every pixel can have one in 256
(2^8) shades of gray

Let's see the pixels before the insertion for a 24 bit:
 10000000,10100100,10110101,10110101,11110011,
 10110111,11100111,10110011,00110011
We need to hide a value say 30 whose binary is 11110
which after embedding becomes
 10000001,10100101,101101001,10110101,1111001
0,
 10110111,1110011,11011001,10011001
Let's see the pixels before the insertion for a 8 bit:
 10000000, 10100100, 10110101,10110101,
 11110011,10110111, 11100111, 10110011
We need to hide same value say 30 which after
embedding becomes
 1000000, 10100101, 10110101, 10110101,
 11110010, 10110111, 11100111,10110011
In both cases only three bits changed according to the
message data, this small change is not visible to the
normal human eye. So this method is more easy to
implement but it is more vulnerable to attack.LSB
method has good payload capacity and takes less time.
Here the message can be protected by using two way
key.LSB generally uses BMP images.
Algorithm for LSB
Step 1. Read the cover image and the secret message or
image to hide
Step 2. Convert the message into binary bit stream.
Step 3. Embedding the secret data using LSB operation.
Step 4. Get the inverse transform. Step5: Write the stego
image.

III. PART ICLE SWARM OPT IMISAT ION
II. LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT M ET HOD
Least significant Bit method (LSB) is one of the
simp lest and greatly used methods in steganography.
Here the least bit is interchanged with a single b it of
secret image. Here the message is stored in the LSB of
each pixel value o f cover image. When converting an
analog image to d igital format, we usually choose
between three different ways of representing colours:
Copyright © 2016 MECS

It is a optimisation technique proposed by Kennedy
and Ebherhart in the year 1995 .The algorithm simulates
the behaviour of bird flock flying in mu ltidimensional
space(like they fly in the sky for better food) search of
food or for optimu m place by adjusting their movements
for a better place. The co mputation is similar to Genetic
algorith m. Each part icle or indiv idual in the population
(swarm) represents a potential solution. These particles
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are fly ing through a multidimensional search space,
where the position of each part icle is adjusted according
to its own experience and that of its neighbours. The
swarm or particles are init ialised randomly and then
search for optimal solution. All the particles have fitness
values which are calculated by the objective function to
be optimised and have velocities which direct the
movement of the particles. Let Xi denote the position of
the particle and this position is changed by adding a
velocity component Vi to it.

(1)
(2)
The experiential knowledge of a part icle is generally
referred to as the cognitive component, which is
proportional to the distance of the particle fro m its own
best position found since the first time step. The socially
exchanged informat ion is referred to as the social
component of the velocity equation. c1 and c2 are the
cognitive and social components and c1+c2 can be
maximu m upto 4. The personal best position pbest
associated with particle i is the best position the particle
has visited since the first time step. gbest is the global
best position for the PSO.r1 and r2 are the two random
numbers in the range [0,1].C *W is the inertia weight
introduced to control and balance the explorat ion and
exploitation trade off. W changes according to the
number of iterat ion and the maximu m value of w
achieved is 0.99.C is taken to be 1.
The following objective functions will be minimized
by PSO. Fitness(C, S) = PSNR(C, S) where, C and S are
original and stego images respectively.
A cover image is loaded in which the secret message is
to be embedded. To begin with, simp le LSB substitutio n
method is applied on the cover and the resulting stego
image is obtained [8].The d ifference between the cover
image and the obtained stego image is calculated through
the image quality measures such as Mean Square Error
(MSE),Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural
Similarity index (SSIM). These measures are co mputed
using MATLAB which takes as input the original cover
image and the stego image [8]. After that, in order to
improve the image quality, PSO algorithm is run on the
image in order to get the best optimized positions in the
form of 2D coordinates of the image p ixel values where
hiding of message bits can be done. The object ive
function for the PSO is set keeping in mind that an ideal
objective function should be able to correctly identify and
minimize the three factors of the image quality: i) the
amount of image distortion ii) the type of distortion, and
iii) the distribution of error [22]. To apply the algorith m
the following steps were utilized :

intialise the population.
Step 3. For each iteration find the global best position
and local best for each iteration.
Step 4. Update the velocity and position using equation
1 and 2.
Step 5. Stop the iterations.

IV. A CCELERAT ED PART ICLE SWARM OPT IMISAT ION
PSO is similar to genetic algorith m but is not complex
like genetic algorithm.It has shown good performance
improvement
when
applied
to
data
hid ing
algorith ms.There are many variants of PSO. Till now the
variants in PSO has been studied.The accelerated particle
swarm optimisation is a variant of PSO.But co mpared to
PSO it has shown faster convergance.APSO was
developed by Xin She Yang in 2010.
The movement of swarming particles has a global best
position and local best position.The PSO uses both the
global best and local best to update the particle velocity
and position.The indiv idual best is used to increase the
diversity in the search space and there is no co mpulsion
in using this so in APSO we are concentrating only on the
global best position so that convergance will be fast.
In APSO we can update the position and velocity using
the simpler equation given below
(3)
εn is a random vector in the interval (0,1).
(4)
The rate of convergance increases with the above
equation but the rate of convergance can be further
increased by the particle in single step
(5)
Where the α ranges fro m 0.1 to 0.4 and β ranges fro m
0.1 to 0.7
In the above equation we are taking only the global
best into consideration so to increase the performance we
can apply the cauchy mutation which considers only the
global best.
Cauchy Mutation
There are many variants of PSO cauchy mutation is
one of these.But one of the problem found in the PSO is
that it easily fall to local optima.Once it falls to the best
optima it can converge faster.Since APSO uses only the
global best the cauchy mutation when applied imp roves
the performance.

Algorithm For PSO
Step 1. Start the iteration.
Step 2. Generate the number of particles and velocities,
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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(6)
and the cauchy distribution function
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(7)
The mutation operator increases the probability fro m
escaping to local optima.Through the cauchy mutation
the whole particle moves to the global best in every
generation.

(8)
Where W(i) is a weight vector within the interval[W max ,W ma x] ,V(j)(i) is the velocity vector and popsize is
the poulation size of the particle.The global best position
is calculated as given below:

To compute the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), the
the following equation holds:

(11)
(iii).

Structural Similarity Index

The main issue with PSNR is its inflexib ility to image
transformations [13] and so the Structural Similarity
between the Cover and Stego is to be taken recourse to.
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM ) measures [9, 13]
the similarity between two images and is quantitatively
stated as:

(12)
(9)
Where N is a cauchy distributed function with s cale
parameter t=1 and N(xmin ,xmax) is a random number.
Here the aim is to decrease the computation time and
improve the PSNR.So,the following steps are followed:
Algorithm For APSO
Step 1. Start the iteration.
Step 2. Generate the number of particles and velocities,
intialise the population.
Step 3. For each iteration find the global best position.
Step 4. Update the velocity or position using equation 3
or 5.
Step 5. Apply global the Cauchy mutation operator
using equation 9.
Step 6. Stop the iterations.

V. PERFORMANCE M AT RICES
Performance of the above techniques are compared
using the Mean square error, Peak signal to noise ratio
and computation time.
(i).

Mean Square Error

The Mean Square Error (MSE) and the Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) are the two error metrics used to
compare image co mpression quality. The MSE represents
the cumulative squared error between the comp ressed and
the original image

Where x and y are corresponding windows of the same
size of the o rig inal and stego images and and are the
corresponding averages of x and y respectively.
are the co rresponding variances of x and y
and
is the covariance of x and y.
c1 and c2 are appropriate constants.

VI. SECURIT Y OF DAT A HIDING-ST EGANALYSIS
It is the method to detect presence of any embedded
data.The purpose of steganalysis is to find any secret
message in an image.Many researches are going on in
this area.So it is said to be successful if an image contains
message or not.It may also find information of the
image,hidden message and type of embedding algorith m
based on the typeof method.There are many stegan alysis
methods available.But each is specific to a particu lar
method.Here the two steganalysis technique basically the
histogram attack and chisquare attack is analysed.
A)

Histogram Attack

Histogram analysis is done visually by plotting the
histogram of both stego and cover and analysis is done
using this histogram plots.
B)

Chisquare Attack

It was suggested by Andreas Westfeld and Andreas
Pfitzmann in the year of 1999.It co mpares the statistical
properties of the stego image with that of expected
statistical properties cover image.
The average number of each pair of values is given by

(10)
(13)
Where S(i,j) and C(i,j) represent the pixel g ray values
of the stego-image and the cover-image in the position (i,
j) respectively, and W and H represent the pixel nu mbers
of the width and the height of the cover-image
respectively.
(ii).

And the chi-square is calculated using the formula

(14)

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
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The chi-square result is based on the dissimilarity and
is considered as an apt thing and provides a quantifiable
result.

VII. RESULT S A ND DISSCUSIONS
The experiments were conducted on MATLAB IDE
using the standard 8-bit gray scale images and the
payload [8] fo r the LSB embedding with and without
PSO to test the efficacy of the optimizat ion. Four
grayscale images of were used in the experiments. A
message of length 72 characters was deployed. To begin
with the simp le LSB h iding technique [8] is applied and
the values of the various image quality measures are
calculated.
The image quality measures used to measure the image
quality of the obtained stego image are Mean Square
Error (MSE), Peak Signal to No ise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM ). Then the PSO
approach was applied after finalizing the objective
function. The various parameters in the PSO function
were set by using the approach advocated in [9,23] and
PSO is run in order to min imize the objective function.
The number of iterations was initially fixed fo r 1000 with
number of particles as message size. Convergence was an
issue and a lot of parameter tweaking was used to get
worthwhile results. An array is created that stores the XY
indexes corresponding to the global best value for every
iteration. The resulting pixel coordinates are then used for
hiding the message to get the stego image after
embedding the message bits using the basic LSB
algorith m. Then again the IQMs are estimated. Several
trials were made with the four basic images and the
results are tabulated below. The computing times were
generally more with the optimization used. The results
show that the optimization approach yields lesser Mean
Square Error in each case of the image used for the given
payload and there is appreciable improvement in the
PSNR as well as the SSIM .
T able 1. Comparison of Performance Parameters
Simple LSB Without PSO

LSB with PSO

Image
MSE

PSNR

SSIM

MSE

PSNR

SSIM

Airplane

0.4236

51.8612

0.9972

0.3694

52.4558

0.9984

Lena

0.4168

51.9315

0.9987

0.3946

52.1692

0.9992

Baboon

0.5407

50.8012

0.9949

0.5123

51.0355

0.9964

Cat

0.4350

51.7459

0.9902

0.3874

52.2492

0.9907

The Ch i square attack is very simp le and has been
advocated to prove the security of proposed method. The
purpose of this attack is to show that the probability of
distribution of zeros and ones in stego-image and find the
statistical evidence that is left by the embedding process
[5]. The result of probability will be 50% that means half
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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of the numbers of bits are zero or one when the bits
generates randomly in secret message. Pair of value
(POV) is one of the results of an embedding algorith m
which means the values of the pixel were embedded into
one another. POV is a detection algorithm wh ich is
designed to perform chi-square attack on image and the
output is the probability of embedding [24]. The chi
square algorithm is performed in MATLA B for the series
of cover and stego images, considering both the
conventional and PSO based results.

Fig.1. Unmodified Image

Fig.2. Image with Message Embedded

When the optimization scheme was used to hide the
data results shows that the technique based on Particle
Swarm Optimization achieves high data embedding
capacity and minimizes distortion between cover image
and the stego image and provide good security of data
hiding
The results above compared the simple LSB and LSB
with PSO. Fro m the results it revealed that PSO gives
higher PSNR rather than simp le LSB. The results below
compares the LSB with simp le PSO and with modified
PSO. The message length increased to a 565 character.
The text message was embedded in cover using simple
LSB, LSB with PSO and LSB with modified PSO. The
results are compared and tabulated below.100 of
iterations was used both for PSO and APSO. The PSO
gave better PSNR after 100 iterations.
But to converge faster we are going for accelerated
PSO. To improve the performance further the Cauchy
mutation operator is applied to it. Cauchy mutation also
converges faster and speeds up the process.
The table below reveals the modified PSO algorith m
gave the better PSNR than simple PSO. The computation
time and mean square error also decreased showing the
algorithm offers high payload size.
The simu lation results of the images Babbon, lena and
cameraman with their corresponding histogram p lots of
both stego and cover are shown below. Both cover and
stego images doesn’t show any difference visually even
after embedding 565 character word.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 7, 37-45
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Fig.3. Simulation Result of Baboon using LSB PSO

Fig.6. Simulation Result of Baboon using LSB Modified APSO

Fig.4. Simulation Result of Cameraman using LSB PSO

Fig.7. Simulation Result of Cameraman using LSB Modified APSO

Fig.5. Simulation Result of Lena using LSB PSO

Fig.8. Simulation Result of Lena using LSB Modified APSO

Copyright © 2016 MECS
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T able 2. Comparison of PSNR
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO

Baboon

49.9304

69.611

73.05

Cameraman

49.9811

69.66

73.43

Lena

50.3016

69

73.14

T able 3. Comparison Of MSE
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO

Baboon

0.66

0.0052

0.0032

Lena

0.6582

0.0064

0.0030

Cameraman

0.6114

0.0055

0.0032

Fig.9.Comparison of PSNR Graph for LSB, PSO, APSO

T able 4. Comparison of Computation T ime (in seconds)
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO

Baboon

0.424

24.49

21.5

Lena

0.425

24.2

21.5

Cameraman

0.4250

25.019

22.5

In order to check the security of data hiding using the
modified PSO,analysis of all the algorith m was carried
out.The histogram analysis was done visually by plotting
the histogram of the cover image and stego image. The
histogram p lots of all the results reveals the embedded
message cannot be detected visually. Histogram test gave
gave zero error for PSO and APSO. Th is is where the
histogram analysis or the first order statics fails so the
second order statics, i.e, the chi-square test is applied for
checking the security.
The chi-square test reveals that the modified APSO is
more secure compared to the simple LSB and LSB PSO

Fig.10.Comparison of Computation T ime Graph for LSB, PSO, APSO

The text message was used to hide in the cover image.
Instead of using a text message an image can also be
hidden in an image. The zebra image was hidden in both
Baboon and Cameraman test images. The simulat ion
results of modified A PSO are p rovided below. The
performance of all the three, i.e, simple LSB, PSO and
modified APSO of hid ing an image is tabulated below.
The security of data hiding was also analyzed for the
above three.

T able 5. Comparison of Histogram T est
Simple PSO

Modified
APSO

63.9707

0

0

Lena

64

0

0

Cameraman

64

0

0

IMAGE

Simple LSB

Baboon

T able 6. Comparison of Chi-Square T est
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO

Baboon

246.7

16.62

13.7413

1221.36

82.2954

68.0169

Lena
Cameraman

1723.7

Copyright © 2016 MECS

427.266

352.52

Fig.11. Simulation Result of Babbon Hiding Zebra using LSB Modified
APSO
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Fig.12. Simulation Result of Cameraman Hiding Zebra using LSB
Modified APSO

T able 7. Comparison of PSNR
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO

Baboon

55.4992

75.9

78.89

Cameraman

56.1697

76.611

79.58

The main objective of this work was to apply
optimization to hide the secret data messages effectively
within innocuous cover images to ensure good hiding
capacity, good security, distortion less transmission and
effective recovery of the hidden messages without
corruption. The optimization scheme used was Particle
Swarm Optimization that provides the best pixel positions
in the cover image that can be used to embed the secret
message bits so that less image d istortion occurs. The
image quality measures were calculated to compare the
results of simple LSB h iding in random pixels without
using PSO algorith m and with the method based on PSO.
Experimental results show that the technique based on
Particle Swarm Optimization achieves high data
embedding capacity and minimizes distortion between
cover image and the stego image and provide good
security of data hiding.
The modified APSO converges faster than the PSO and
when applied to LSB improved the performance (PSNR)
and also decreased the computation time. Th is modified
APSO imp roves PSNR as well as decreases the
computation time. Th is algorith m is also having high
payload capacity and high security. This can further be
applied to other techniques and also in audio, videos,
artificial and neural network.
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T able 8. Comparison of MSE
IMAGE

Simple LSB

Simple PSO

Modified APSO
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